
                                                 

                                                      THE ANCHORING SOCIETY OF RLAC 

 

Andaaz is the anchoring society of Ram Lal Anand College, established in 2018.It is the only 

anchoring society of Delhi University. The society was established to inculcate anchoring 

talent, public speaking skills, presentation and personality development among students. 

The society consists of 29 members which include skilled anchors, adept content writers and 

creative graphics designers.  

 

The society functions under the guidance of its convenor Prof Mukta Dutta Mazumder. Dr 

Shruti Anand and Miss Deepshikha are teachers in charge of the society.  

 

 

 

 

The current team of Andaaz is led by President Rushika Makkar, Pol Science (3rd year). 

Raunak Singh from Bachelor of Management Studies (2nd Year) as vice president, Ram 

Kumar Pandey, Hindi Hons (2nd Year) as Secretary and Deepak Rawat from Bachelor of 

Management Studies (2nd Year) as The Social Media Head form the core team of Andaaz. 



During the academic session 2022-23, Andaaz reached new heights and 

achieved new milestones. It hosted and managed over 7 big events and 

engaged with a crowd of over 10 thousand altogether.  

 

Auditions 1.0 

 

 

 

 

 

During the inception of this academic year, Andaaz conducted its audition to recruit talent in 

the society.This year, the audition was held on 22ND Sept 22, in the college premises. It 

received an overwhelming response from students and received over 200 registrations for a 

limited number of spots in the society.  

 

The audition was done in two stages, in which in the first stage, applicants were selected 

based on their anchoring skills, writing style, and graphic designing qualities and the second 

stage was a personal interview with all the senior members of society along with the faculty 

members.  

 



Safar E Andaaz 

 

 

 
 

 

Held on 22nd September,2022 Safar E Andaaz was the storytelling session of Andaaz where 

it reflects on its journey since it was raised. The storytelling session was attended by 

honorable principal Dr Rakesh Kumar Gupta, Prof Mukta Dutta Mazumder , Convenor 

Andaaz, Dr Shruti Anand and Miss Deepshikha.  

 

 

 

 



Hunar Utsav 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Andaaz aims to create an inclusive educational space for everyone. In unison with this spirit, we 

collaborated with Sugam, a society dedicated to specially abled students in its event "Hunar Utsav".  

This event was specially held for the PWD students of the college with the objective of making a 

positive impact on them while giving them a sense of empowerment.  

The event was held at the Rose Garden of the college. Several activities such games and fun tasks 

were organized for them.. 

Hunar Utsav was done in collaboration with three societies- Andaaz,Dastoor and Inara.The event 

was anchored and managed by Team Andaaz,musical games and musical performances were held by 

Dastoor and art and craft activities were conducted by Inara. 

 

 



Andaaz Apna Apna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was an online initiative taken by Andaaz to help budding anchors and content writers. It 

has a total of 4 seasons and Season 4 was the latest.  

In a series of one minute videos on Instagram, members of the society shed light on the 

important skills and knowledge required for anchoring and content writing that they learnt 

through their experience at Andaaz. Video also contains all the necessary guidelines that 

should be taken care of  while one is on the stage.    

 

 

Orientation and Audition 2.0 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To incline the interest of newly enrolled students as well as apprise them about Andaaz-the 

only anchoring society of Delhi University, an orientation was held on 6 January, in the front 

lawn of the college.  

The program was structured in such a way that it enabled the new comers to learn about the 

society's various aspects and interact with the existing members. 

  

The event commenced with a welcome speech which gave an overview of the society's 

history and its achievements. Further, the  other members of the society introduced 

themselves and explained their roles in the organization.  

The attendees were informed about the recruitment process  and were encouraged to ask 

questions and clarify their doubts regarding the society .The orientation was followed by the 

audition process from where new members were added to the society.  



 

 

 

Freshers,23 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The college organized a Freshers' function on 27th January 2023 to welcome the batch of 

2026.The event was hosted  by Team Andaaz. The event started with an address by the 

Principal, followed by competitions for the title of Mr/Ms Freshers , which saw enthusiastic 

participation from the newcomers who showcased their talents and skills to win the coveted 

title.The winners were crowned amidst cheers from the audience. The evening continued 

with a DJ night, where students danced to popular tunes. A sumptuous high tea was served, 

and everyone enjoyed the lively atmosphere. The event was thoroughly anchored by Andaaz 

and it made the farewell a grand success through it's adept anchoring.  
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Splendour’23 

 

 

 

ANDAAZ the anchoring society hosted the official annual fest of Ram Lal Anand College 

Splendour 2023 with a resounding success. The fest included various events that were well-

planned and executed, thanks to the hard work and dedication of the anchors  

 

The two day fest was had many competitions and including a Sufi Night. Each event was 

carefully curated to appeal to a wide range of interests and showcased the diverse talents of 

the participants. Anchoring such diverse event was indeed a challenging . The anchors did an 

excellent job of keeping the audience engaged and enthusiastic throughout the fest. 

 

 



The objective of the fest was to provide a platform for students to showcase their talents 

and engage in cultural, educational, and sports activities.The Official Opening Ceremony of 

the fest and Aranya was hosted by Rushika Makkar and Raunak Singh. The first event 

organised was in line with our belief that Culture is the expression of our values and customs 

through art, music, and dance. "Aikyam" the Northeastern society of RLAC organised an 

amazing portrayal of North eastern culture with their performances under the banner of 

"Aaranya" which mesmerized the audience. 

 

 

                                  Aaranya                                                     Choreomania 

"CHOROMANIA" the western group dance competition on the same day was gracefully 

anchored by Niharika and Rakshita from Andaaz 

 

The Western solo dance competition 'INFRUNAMI' organised by the western dance society- 

ILLUSION of the college was hosted by Ritika Shukla and Tanya Singh Bhadoriya.  

 

                       Infrunami                                                        Thunder  

. The fourth contest of the day, THUNDER-The Battle of Bands was organised by Dastoor and 

hosted by over capable anchors- Satvik Tiwari and Gunjan Goswami.  

 



On Splendour 2023 day 2, Deepak Rawat and Ritu hosted the much awaited, most talked 

'Rhythmic yoga group competition' presented by Yoga and meditation society.  

 

               Rhythmic Yoga                                                     Epiphany 

Chandra Gupta Roy and Namrata Sangha anchored the Western Acapella Competition - 

EPIPHANY.  

 

The Classical solo dance competition and Group folk dance competitions organised by 

Anantdristhi was hosted by Animesh Verma and Vidit Mishra, and Ram Kumar Pandey and 

Shivani Gupta respectively.  

 

                Classical Solo Dance                                  Group folk Dance                                       

In this two day mega event, Andaaz played the pivotal role in the successful execution all the 

competitions. Volunteers of Andaaz co-ordinated efficiently with all the other societies and 

ensured a flawless management. While the anchors hosted the event from stage, other 

remaining members sincerely took care of back stage responsibilities .  

Andaaz displayed amazing team spirit, smooth communication, punctuality and 

professionalism. Working in tandem with Function Committee, it played a crucial part in the 

successful conduction of the grandest fest of Ram Lal Anand College.  



Farewell 

 

 

 

 

Team Andaaz  hosted  the farewell function for the graduating class of 2023 at Ram Lal 

Anand College. Raunak Singh and Ruhi Sharma hosted  the exciting competitions for the 

titles of Mr. and Ms. Farewell. The competitions included a ramp walk and talent round, 

which showcased the students' skills and abilities. The event concluded with a lively DJ night 

and a delicious dinner, making it a memorable evening for everyone. Overall, the event was 

well-organized and executed, leaving the class of 2023 with fond memories of their college 

farewell. 

 



 


